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Lone Pine Publishing. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 168 pages. Dimensions: 8.2in. x
5.2in. x 0.6in.Alexander Ovechkin has exploded onto the hockey scene, establishing himself as the
most electrifying player and compelling personality in the NHL: -- He made his professional hockey
debut as a 16-year-old for Moscow Dynamo in the Russian Super League-- Drafted first overall by
the Washington Capitals in 2004, he won Rookie of the Year in the 2005-06 NHL season-- In 2007-08,
Ovechkin became the first player in NHL history to win four major awards in the same season: the
Rocket Richard Trophy (most goals), the Art Ross Trophy (most points), the Lester B. Pearson Award
(Most Outstanding Player) and the Hart Memorial Trophy (MVP)-- In 2009, he received his fourth
consecutive Kharlamov Trophy, an award given to the best Russian player in the NHL-- His mother,
Tatyana Ovechkina, was a two-time Olympic gold medalist for the Soviet womens basketball team--
In 2008, at only 23 years old, Ovechkin negotiated his own contract with the Washington Capitals for
124 million--the most lucrative contract ever signed in the NHL. And much more. . . This item ships
from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La...
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Definitely one of the best book I actually have ever go through. Sure, it can be perform, nonetheless an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this
pdf from my dad and i suggested this book to discover.
-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich-- Ms. Cha nel Str eich

Comprehensive guide for pdf fanatics. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- V a lentin Thom pson-- V a lentin Thom pson
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